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A superconductor of paired protons is thought to form in the core of neutron stars soon after
their birth. Minimum energy conditions suggest magnetic flux is expelled from the superconducting
region due to the Meissner effect, such that the neutron star core is largely devoid of magnetic
fields for some nuclear equation of state and proton pairing models. We show via neutron star
cooling simulations that the superconducting region expands faster than flux is expected to be
expelled because cooling timescales are much shorter than timescales of magnetic field diffusion.
Thus magnetic fields remain in the bulk of the neutron star core for at least 106 − 107 yr. We
estimate the size of flux free regions at 107 yr to be . 100 m for a magnetic field of 1011 G and
possibly smaller for stronger field strengths. For proton pairing models that are narrow, magnetic
flux may be completely expelled from a thin shell of approximately the above size after 105 yr.
This shell may insulate lower conductivity outer layers, where magnetic fields can diffuse and decay
faster, from fields maintained in the highly conducting deep core.
PACS numbers: 26.60.-c, 67.10.-j, 74.20.-z, 97.60.Jd
I. INTRODUCTION
Neutron stars (NSs) are unique probes of the dense
matter equation of state (EOS), which prescribes a re-
lationship between pressure and density and determines
the behavior of matter near and above nuclear densities
(nnuc ≈ 0.16 fm−3). For example, some EOSs predict
the presence of exotic particles, such as hyperons and
deconfined quarks, in the NS inner core at baryon num-
ber densities nb > nnuc (see, e.g., [1, 2], for review). At
the same time, theory and observations indicate that the
core of NSs (at nb & 0.1 fm
−3) may contain a neutron
superfluid and proton superconductor [3–6].
In this present work, we are concerned with the on-
set of proton superconductivity, which takes place when
the local temperature T falls below the proton critical
temperature Tcp (see, e.g., [7, 8], for review). The lat-
ter is related to the energy gap for Cooper pairing ∆ in
the zero temperature limit by kBTcp ≈ 0.5669∆ for sin-
glet (1S0) pairing. A paired proton superconductor can
take two forms in the core of a NS, depending on the
Ginzburg-Landau parameter
κ ≡ λ/ξ (1)
and two critical magnetic fields
Hc1 =
φ0
4πλ2
lnκ and Hc2 =
φ0
2πξ2
, (2)
where φ0 = π~c/e is the magnetic flux quantum and
the equation for Hc1 is in the limit of large κ [9]. The
magnetic field penetration lengthscale is
λ =
(
m∗pc
2
4πe2ne
)1/2
(3)
and the superconductor pairing or coherence lengthscale
(also typical size of magnetic fluxtube) is
ξ =
2εF
πkF∆
=
~
2kF
πm∗p∆
, (4)
where m∗p is effective proton mass, εF and ~kF =
~(3π2np)
1/3 are Fermi energy and momentum, respec-
tively, and ne and np are electron and proton number
densities, respectively.
If the Ginzburg-Landau parameter κ < 1/
√
2, then
an external magnetic field H does not penetrate signifi-
cantly into the superconductor, and magnetic flux is ex-
pelled from superconducting regions (such that B = 0)
due to the Meissner effect (see, e.g., [7, 9–11]). In this
state, magnetic flux can be retained in macroscopic re-
gions of normal conducting matter that alternate with
regions of flux-free superconducting matter. Conversely,
if κ > 1/
√
2, then magnetic field can reside in super-
conducting fluxtubes. Substituting Eqs. (3) and (4) into
Eq. (1), we find
κ ≈ 0.8 (∆/1 MeV) (np/nnuc)−5/6 . (5)
The energy of the fluxtube state is at a minimum when
the magnetic field H is Hc1 . H . Hc2. For H .
Hc1, the superconductor should be in a Meissner state
(i.e., magnetic flux expulsion), while superconductivity
is destroyed for H & Hc2.
2FIG. 1. Proton superconductor states. Top: CCDK model
of singlet pairing energy gap ∆ (left axis) and critical temper-
ature Tcp (right axis) as a function of baryon number density
nb, calculated using the APR EOS model. Middle: Ratio κ
between magnetic field penetration lengthscale λ and fluxtube
size ξ. The two shaded regions separated at nb = 0.48 fm
−3
denote the regime where only the Meissner (flux expulsion)
state is allowed (when κ < 1/
√
2) and the regime where the
superconductor can be in Meissner state or in fluxtubes (when
κ > 1/
√
2). Bottom: Dependence of superconductor state
on nb and magnetic field H . Superconductivity is destroyed
when H > Hc2. The fluxtube state exists when κ > 1/
√
2
and Hc1 . H . Hc2, and the Meissner state exists otherwise.
The behavior of Hc1 for κ < 2 is approximated using results
from [9].
These conditions on κ and H (relative to Hc1 and Hc2)
determine in which regions in a NS are superconducting
protons in a fluxtube or Meissner state. Figure 1 illus-
trates these cases for the APR nuclear EOS model and
the CCDK model of the energy gap ∆ (see below). We
see that, for H . 1015 G, a large portion of the NS inte-
rior would be in the Meissner (magnetic flux-free) state
once superconductivity sets in. For H & 1015 G, the NS
core retains its magnetic field, either in superconducting
fluxtubes or in a non-superconducting state.
The above considerations were set out in [10] and ex-
plored since then. However, what has not been investi-
gated quantitatively is whether magnetic flux expulsion
by the Meissner effect can occur fast enough as the NS
cools soon after formation (as T drops below Tcp), al-
though this issue is mentioned but not examined in past
literature (see, e.g., [10, 12, 13]). In order for a Meiss-
ner state to be created, magnetic field must be expelled
from the superconducting region (on the flux diffusion
timescale) more rapidly than the region grows (on the
cooling timescale). To find the former, [12] (see also [14]
and V. Graber, in prep.) solves equations for flux diffu-
sion and energy transfer at the fixed boundary between a
superconducting region and a normal region. This calcu-
lation yields a (modified Ohmic) diffusion timescale (for
H/Hc2 ≪ 1; [15])
τOhmH ≈ τOhm
H
2Hc2
=
4πσcl
2
mag
c2
H
2Hc2
= 4.4× 106 yr
( σc
1029 s−1
)( lmag
1 km
)2(
H/2Hc2
10−5
)
,(6)
where τOhm is the magnetic field diffusion/dissipation
timescale in non-superconducting matter, σc is electrical
conductivity due to scattering, and lmag is the lengthscale
over which magnetic field changes. However, as we will
show, cooling occurs much more rapidly than flux diffu-
sion, such that τOhmH may not be the correct expulsion
timescale. In superconducting matter, timescales are un-
certain. Most estimates are many orders of magnitude
longer than τOhmH [16–20], although [17, 18] derive a su-
perconducting induction equation with a magnetic field
dissipation timescale
τsc ≈ 3.9× 107 yr
(
nnuc
np
)1/6(
lmag
1 km
)2
(7)
that can be shorter than τOhmH. Note that Eq. (7) uses
a revised mutual friction drag [18]. While the processes
that lead to Eqs. (6) and (7) may not be the exact de-
scription for flux expulsion from superconducting matter,
τOhmH and τsc are the shortest known and possibly rel-
evant timescales. Thus each serves as a useful limiting
timescale, which is sufficient for our purposes. We also
note the important role of lmag, since at small enough
values, both τOhmH and τsc can be very short.
In contrast, at ages . 106 yr, NSs cool via neutrino
emission [21, 22] over a timescale
τcool =
CT
ǫν
∼ 1 yr
(
nn
ne
)1/3(
109 K
T
)6
, (8)
where C = 1.6×1020 erg cm−3 K−1 (nn/nnuc)1/3(T/109 K)
is neutron heat capacity, ǫν ∼ 3 ×
1022 erg cm−3 s−1 (ne/nnuc)
1/3(T/109 K)8 is neutrino
emissivity for modified Urca processes, and nn is neutron
density. The ratios of cooling to magnetic field diffusion
timescales τcool/τOhmH and τcool/τsc are both ∼ 10−8 for
lmag ≈ 1 km. Clearly cooling occurs much more rapidly
than flux expulsion until ages & 106 yr when T < 108 K.
As a result, magnetic field cannot be expelled from
macroscopic regions and is essentially frozen in nuclear
matter. A NS core remains in a (metastable) magnetized
state even though the minimum energy state is one with
a flux-free configuration (see Fig. 1). In the following,
we describe the NS models considered here, including
the EOS and superconducting pairing gap, and present
numerical results demonstrating quantitatively the
3estimates given above, as well as determine at what scale
flux expulsion can occur. We note that [23] consider
fluxtube motion from the NS core into the crust using
the formulation of [17] that yields Eq. (7), whereas
we consider superconductor formation/nucleation and
Meissner flux expulsion within the core at the boundary
Tcp(nb). Finally, we emphasize that, in order to test the
maximum effectiveness of flux expulsion in comparison
to cooling, we use a model which simulates slow NS
cooling and ignore effects that would lead to more rapid
cooling (see below).
II. NEUTRON STAR COOLING MODEL
To determine the evolution of the interior temperature
of an isolated NS, we solve relativistic equations of en-
ergy balance and heat flux using the NS cooling code
described in [24]. The initial temperature is taken to be
a constant TeΦ = 1010 K, where Φ is the metric func-
tion corresponding to the gravitational potential in the
Newtonian limit [25]. The envelope composition does not
significantly affect cooling in the core, and thus we only
consider an iron composition.
We consider three nuclear EOS models that produce a
NS with maximum mass M > 2MSun: APR, specifically
A18+δv+UIX∗ [26, 27], and BSk20 and BSk21 [28–30].
NS models with M > MdU undergo the fast and efficient
neutrino emission process known as direct Urca cooling
(see, e.g., [21, 22], for review), and MdU = 1.96MSun for
APR andMdU = 1.59MSun for BSk21, while BSk20 does
not produce NSs that undergo direct Urca cooling for
any mass. As we will show, modified Urca cooling is fast
enough to prevent flux expulsion. This would be even
more so for NSs above the direct Urca threshold since
direct Urca cooling operates on a much faster timescale.
Thus we limit our study to M <MdU.
For proton pairing gap, we consider three models, cho-
sen because they span a range of densities and maximum
energy gap: AO [31], BS [32], and CCDK [33], and we
use the gap energy parameterization from [34]. Figure 1
shows the CCDK model of the energy gap ∆(nb) using
the APR EOS model. The CCDK model is one that has
a large maximum energy gap and spans a broad density
range. The AO model is one that has a small maxi-
mum energy gap and smaller density range but extends
to high densities, while the BS model has a maximum
energy gap intermediate between AO and CCDK but is
confined to relatively low densities (see [34]). For the
CCDK proton gap model, the criterion κ = 1/
√
2 [see
Eq. (1)] occurs at nb = 0.48 fm
−3 for the APR EOS
model and at 0.69 fm−3 and 0.40 fm−3 for BSk20 and
BSk21, respectively.
We do not consider superfluid neutrons in this work.
The dominant effect of neutron superfluidity is to en-
hance cooling through neutrino emission from Cooper
pairing [27, 35]. Like the effect of direct Urca processes,
this would lead to even shorter cooling times. It is pos-
FIG. 2. Top: Temperature T as a function of radius r. The
crust-core boundary is at r ≈ 10.7 km, and total radius is
11.2 km for this 1.9MSun NS built using the APR EOS. Tcp
denotes the density-dependent critical temperature for onset
of proton superconductivity (when T < Tcp) using the CCDK
gap model. The separation between the two shaded regions
is defined by κ = 1/
√
2 (see Fig. 1). Nearly horizontal curves
show temperature profiles at various ages. Bottom: Radial
profile of electrical conductivity σc at ages corresponding to
temperature profiles shown in top panel.
sible that superfluid neutron-proton interactions could
play a role (see, e.g., [36, 37]), although this probably
would not qualitatively change our conclusions.
III. RESULTS
A. High-mass NS with APR–CCDK models
To illustrate the primary findings of our work, we fo-
cus on results of one EOS model (APR) and one super-
conducting proton pairing gap model (CCDK). First we
consider a high mass 1.9MSun (11.2 km radius) NS, in
order to probe higher densities than those of lower mass
NSs. Since M < MdU, only modified Urca and proton
Cooper pairing processes operate in the core.
Figure 2 shows the evolution of the core temperature
profile from our cooling simulation using the APR EOS
and CCDK pairing gap models. When a NS is only
several minutes old, the temperature drops below the
maximum critical temperature [T < Tcp(0.2 fm
−3); see
Fig. 1], such that a proton superconductor begins to form
at r ∼ 10 km. At subsequent times, the superconducting
region grows and encompasses more of the star.
4FIG. 3. Top: Density nb(Tcp) at which onset of proton
superconductivity occurs as a function of time t [since Tcp =
T (t)]. Horizontal dotted line (at nb = 0.48 fm
−3, where κ =
1/
√
2) delineates regimes of Meissner and Meissner/fluxtube
states (see Fig. 1). Middle: Crosses are radial distance over
which the superconducting region grows at each cooling epoch
and we define as cooling lengthscale lcool. Dashed line is the
lengthscale lmag obtained using Eq. (6) and setting τOhmH = t,
while the solid line corresponds to using Eq. (7) and setting
τsc = t. Bottom: Flux diffusion timescales τOhmH and τsc with
lmag = lcool, where lcool is from the middle panel. Dotted line
is τ = t. In middle and bottom panels, H/2Hc2 = 10
−5 is
assumed.
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows the superconducting
boundary [at nb(Tcp); see Fig. 1] as a function of time,
while the middle panel shows the increase in radial ex-
tent of the superconducting region lcool as the NS cools.
The latter is calculated at each logarithmic decade in
time (log ti = i, where i = −4,−3, . . . , 6) and lcool =
r[Tcp(ti)] − r[Tcp(ti−1)]. We see that the superconduct-
ing region grows by hundreds of meters every ∆ log t = 1
due to cooling of the NS. Note that we could consider
shorter time intervals, so that the cooling lengthscale is
smaller, but this would necessarily imply shorter cooling
timescales as well.
In order for magnetic flux to be expelled from a Meiss-
ner region, diffusion of magnetic field must occur over a
lengthscale lmag which is greater than the cooling length-
scale lcool; otherwise magnetic flux is unable to vacate an
ever-increasing superconducting region. We can obtain a
minimum flux expulsion timescale τOhmH by computing
the electrical conductivity σc ([38]; see bottom panel of
Fig. 2) and conservatively setting H/2Hc2 = 10
−5 (e.g.,
1011 G/1016 G) and lmag = lcool in Eq. (6). Alterna-
tively, if we consider τsc as the flux expulsion timescale,
we find a minimum timescale by setting lmag = lcool
in Eq. (7). The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows these
timescales τOhmH(lcool) and τsc(lcool) as functions of time
t. It is clear that t≪ τOhmH, τsc at every epoch, i.e., the
NS cools at a much faster rate than the rate at which
magnetic flux can be expelled from superconducting re-
gions. Therefore magnetic field is retained within the NS
core until at least 106 yr.
We estimate the growing size of flux-free nucleation
regions by setting τOhmH = t in Eq. (6) or τsc = t in
Eq. (7) and solving for lmag(t). Results are shown in the
middle panel of Fig. 3. Flux expulsion creates Meissner
state regions of size ∼ 10 m (for H/2Hc2 = 10−5) or
∼ 100 m after 106 yr, depending on whether expulsion
occurs on the timescale of τOhmH or τsc, respectively. In
addition, instead of comparing timescales, the fact that
lcool ≫ lmag when t < 106 yr indicates the superconduct-
ing region expands by a much larger distance than the
distance over which magnetic field is expelled.
B. Intermediate-mass NS with APR–CCDK
models
Figure 4 shows results for a lower mass (1.4MSun) NS.
The central density for this NS is nb ≈ 0.56 fm−3, which
is near the boundary defined by κ = 1/
√
2 at 0.48 fm−3.
The top panel illustrates the fact that nearly the entire
core could be in the Meissner state if magnetic flux is
expelled once T < Tcp (at t > a few hundred years).
However, the middle and bottom panels show a cooling
lengthscale lcool ∼ 1 km (larger than for a 1.9MSun NS)
and flux diffusion timescales τOhmH, τsc ≫ t, respectively.
Therefore magnetic flux can be expelled from the entire
core only after at least 107 yr.
C. Other EOS and proton superconducting gaps
We perform analogous calculations as those described
above but using different combinations of the APR,
BSk20, or BSk21 nuclear EOS model and the AO, BS,
or CCDK proton pairing gap model. The results using
the CCDK model and either BSk20 or BSk21 are quali-
tatively similar to those using APR. The AO gap model
is fairly broad and extends to higher densities than BS.
Results using this model are similar to those of CCDK,
except times/ages at which transitions occur later due
to the lower overall ∆ (and Tcp). The BS gap model is
relatively narrow and centered at low densities; for all
three EOS models, the superconducting region is near
the crust-core boundary and has a radial width . 2 km.
Figure 5 shows results for a 1.4MSun NS built using the
BSk21 EOS model. Flux expulsion from this narrow su-
perconducting region could occur in ∼ 104 yr for rela-
tively low (∼ 1010 G) magnetic fields.
5FIG. 4. Top: Temperature T as a function of radius r. The
crust-core boundary is at r ≈ 10.6 km, and total radius is
11.6 km for this 1.4MSun NS built using the APR EOS. The
separation between the two shaded regions is defined by κ =
1/
√
2 (see Fig. 1). Nearly horizontal curves show temperature
profiles at various ages. Middle: Crosses are radial distance
over which the superconducting region grows at each cooling
epoch and we define as cooling lengthscale lcool. Bottom:
Flux diffusion timescales τOhmH and τsc with lmag = lcool,
where lcool is from the middle panel. In middle and bottom
panels, H/2Hc2 = 10
−5 is assumed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we performed detailed cooling simulations
to study the onset of proton superconductivity in NS
cores and confirmed previous estimates that the core re-
tains its magnetic field even though the minimum energy
state is one in which magnetic flux is expelled due to the
Meissner effect. This is because a dynamical NS cools so
rapidly (even under the assumption of slow cooling) that
the superconducting region expands much faster than the
field can be expelled by any known processes. To pro-
duce a large region in the core devoid of magnetic field,
the field must diffuse over macroscopic scales of order a
kilometer or more, and the timescale for such field diffu-
sion is & 107 yr. At 106 yr, the size of flux-free regions
is probably < 10 m and at most ∼ 100 m (see middle
panels of Figs. 3 and 5). This suggests that there is not
significant magnetic field evolution in the core of NSs
younger than at least 107 yr [see Eqs. (6) or (7); see also
[23]]. Our results apply to NSs with H > 1011 G, includ-
ing magnetars, most of which haveH & 1014 G. Thus for
observed magnetars with age < 105 yr, there is a limit to
the amount of field decay that can occur if the magnetic
FIG. 5. Top: Temperature T as a function of radius r.
The crust-core boundary is at r ≈ 11.5 km, and total ra-
dius is 12.6 km for this 1.4MSun NS built using the BSk21
EOS. The separation between the two shaded regions is de-
fined by κ = 1/
√
2 (see Fig. 1). Nearly horizontal curves show
temperature profiles at various ages. Middle: Crosses are ra-
dial distance over which the superconducting region grows at
each cooling epoch and we define as cooling lengthscale lcool.
Dashed line is the lengthscale lmag obtained using Eq. (6) and
setting τOhmH = t, while the solid line corresponds to using
Eq. (7) and setting τsc = t. Bottom: Flux diffusion timescales
τOhmH and τsc with lmag = lcool, where lcool is from the middle
panel. Dotted line is τ = t. In middle and bottom panels,
H/2Hc2 = 10
−5 is assumed.
field in the crust is anchored in the core.
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